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Celebrating Kwanzaa
By Kandace DeSadier
CDpyf!ditor

More than 13 million Americans
observe Kwanzaa Yet, in spite of
these impressive numbers, confusion still surrounds the relatively
new festival.
. To help with the understanding
of this event, It's Kwanwa Time,
Inc. sponsored a pre-Kwanzaa
celebration Dec. 10-12, in honor of
the holiday's founder, Dr. Maulana
Karenga.
Observed from December 26January 1, Kwanzaa means " the
first" or "the fust fruits of the harvest," in the East African language
of Kiswahili. It is based on seven
fundamental principles called
Nguzo Saba. The principles are:
unity, self-determination, collective work and responsibility,
cooperative economics, purpose,
creativity and faith.
Kwanzaa was founded in 1966
by ~ga, a Black studies professor wlto describes himself as a
cultural nationalist. He says that
Kwanzaa was developed because
he recognized the undue hardship
that over commercialization of
Christmas bas for some Black
people as well as those who are
unable to afford to keep up with the
commercialization of Christmas.
"It is out of the common values
and practices of continental
African ftrst-fruitcelebrations, that
I began to conceive and develop
Kwanzaa," said Karcnga.
Kwanzaa is an American festival
that pays tribute to the rich cultural
roots of Americans of African ancestry. According to Karenga, it is
unique because it is neither a
religious nor political holiday, but a
cultural one. "It was created to restore African heritage and culture.
Dr. Karenga said, "This stress on
restoration was evidenced in cultural practices, such as renaming
oneself and one's children with
African names, wearing the
Natural or Afro hair style and
African clothes, relearning African

languages, especially Swahili, and
reviving Af(ican life-cycle
ceremonies such as: naming,
nationalization, initiation or rites of
passage (Aklka); wedding (Arusi)
and funeral (Maziko)."
Kwanzaa can be celebrated a
number of ways. A table can be
prepared with the following items:
A place mat (Mkeka), usually
made of straw; a candle holder for
seven candles (Kinara); seven
candles (Mish umlla sab a); a
variety of fruit (Mazao), ears of
corn (Vibunzi) representing the
number of children in the home;
gifts, if any (Zawadi); and a unity
or communal cup (Kikombe cha
amoj a) for pouring and sharing
libation.

Average salary of full-time Instructional faculty on 9-month contracts In Institutions of higher
education, by academic rank, sex, and by type and control of institution for 1990-1991

iacher's salary determined by rank and gender
By Denine Zenere
S14f!Writer

Each day of Kwanzaa, a candle is
lit, beginning with n black candle
that is placed in the center of the
holder. Three green candles are
placed on the left and three red ones
on the right (Note: The colors on
the African flag are green, red and
black). Candles are then lit alternately from left to right.Each day,
a principle is recited when the
candle is lit and the significance
being that each principle has for the
person reciting it, should be expressed upon.
Gifts may be exchanged during
Kwanzaa, though it is suggested
that they not be given if they cause
undue hardship. When they arc

Are Columbia College's faculty
salaries and benefits competitive
with other institutions of higher
learning in lllinois?
Executive Vice President Ben
Gall stated, "Wages are a private
mauer. Salary for faculty is determined by a base standard and the
number of classes taught."
"The difference between the
salary of faculty and department
heads depends on their credentials
and the length of time they've
taught at Columbia."
The Fall semester at Columbia
has 175 full-time faculty members
and 280 full-time staff members.
There are approximately 600 parttime faculty in any given semester
but the number of part-time staff
members was not available.
The U.S. Department of Education National Center for Education

Statistics published a survey for
the academic year of 1990-1991,
based on the average salary of fulltime instructional faculty on
9-month contracts in institutions of
higher education in Illinois. The
survey reported that for the
academic year of 1990-1991 the
average salary of an instructor at a
4- year private institution was
$25,095. The average salary of an
instructor at a 4-yearpublic institution was $26,129.
The survey also reported that the
average salary based solely on
gender for the academic year of
1990-1991 at a 4-year private institution was $34,854 for women
and $45,284 for men. The average
salary based solely on sex for the
academic year of 1990-1991 at a
4-year public institution was for
women $37,557 and for men
$47,155.
Fred Gardaph''·, full-time
Columbia College English instruc-

tor stated, " I don'tthink Columbia
is comparable to other colleges because we are not a university and
don't receive endowments."
Gardaphe has been a faculty
member at Columbia since 1979,
when he worked as part-time. "I
have a PhD. At a major university,
I'd probably be making percent
more money, butl'dalsohave 3040 percent more problems," said
Gardaphe.
"I'm not complaining, nor am I
praising," said Gardaphe, "Columbia is a teaching-oriented school,
not a research institution. Salary
grows as Columbia grows."
Part-time English instructor Ian
Morris said, "My experience at
Columbia is tha t Columbia's
salaries are competitive with other
schools in the urea." Morris
added that the benefits he receives
are equivalent to local college's

Salary
See page3

Kwanzaa
See page 4

Street smarts for artists
By Larry Brown
Slllf{Writn

The National Academy of
Recording Arts and Sciences lent
their expertise in the performing
arts to Columbia students during
a symposium designed to help
aspiring artists avoid being taken
advantage of.

The New Artist: Ripe for the
Rip Off, a panel discussion comprised of veterans in the
recording industry included
entertainment attorney, Linda
Mensch, writer/producer, "Silk"
Hurley, and Bruce Iglaur, president of Alligator Records. The
discussion, held on December 2
in the Hokin Center, was directed
by Debra Cain, Midwest regional
director of ASCAP, American

Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers. The group gave
informative speeches and addressed such topics as legal
precedent when copying others'
material, copywriting original
material and finding the right
manager.
Mensch spoke about the
process of finding a laywcr to

negotiate recording contracts and
how many attorneys will fasttalk new artists into signing over
virtually all their profits.
"Depending on the size of the
deal, a laywer should generally
get no more than five percent of
the overall deal," Mensch said.
Iglaur gave advice on the im-

Artists
See page 3

Marearet Sullivan, Director of Advertising Studies of the Marketlne Department, during the
bookslgnlng of her latest cook book, Kitchen Angst, at the Columbia Bookstore.
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By Matt Kurten
Ex.culiv< Edilbr

It's cold, windy and crowded on the comer. A middle-aged man
stands at slumped-attention in size-13, white leather Florsheims, with
discarded clothing draped i_n ,peasan~-fl\Sh!on and an aroma of cheap
alcohol that seems to crawl in the air. Like all of us, this man is sullen
because his three childref llre not gofug to be tearing througlrone FAO
Schwartz gift-box after another, no, not even Toys R Us is appearing
in this Christmas scenario. After all, not all men or women can be lucky
enough to be a parent on the streets.
·
This scene ml!Y be as common as a cold, but that doesn't mean
someone can't try to he1p. The Hokln Student Advisory Board and
Together For Christmas Children'sFund (coordinated by Bob Blinn
of career planning and placement) have constructed a program called
Columbia Cares Toy Drive. The drive w ill provide toys to needy
children of the Taproots and Tabatha House children's foundations.
A party will also be held for 70 youngsters from the Taproots foundation in the HoklnAnnex on Dec. 18. Santa will make an appearance to
pass out donated presents. There will be free food and entertainment
for the kids.
This isn't just an announcement, but a call to every member of the
Columbia "family" to donate any presents that will make a child's
Christmas more fulfilling. Be a leader and show others you are capable
of caring. So clean out your closets and help. For information on
donations and other details call Carol Ann Brown (312) 663-1600 ext.
696, Bob Blinn ext. 620, Michael Wojcik (312) 986-1101, or
Temperance Townsend (312) 874-2514.
Student Organlurloverachuver Derrick Prince is back, more
charitable than ever. On Dec. 16 at 3:00 p.m., Columbia College is
hosting Christmas Is for Kids Party, co-sponsored by the vice
president's office, for 150 kids from two Illinois DCFS children's
shelters. But volunteers are needed to help serve, set up and interact
with the kids. Don't make Derrick mad, call now and make this thing
happen. Info. (312) 374-1877, or (312) 663-1600 ext. 698.
Janet Talbot, director of the Academic Advising department says
they are sponsoring the How to Beat the Holiday Blues Workshop on
Dec. 15 at noon in room 303 of the Wabash building.
On Dec. 16 at 6:30 p.m. in room 1005 of the Wabash building, the
Interdisciplinary Am Department is presenting a guest lecture and
discussion with set designer Unda Buchanan. Buchanan was the
designer of sets for "Marvin's Room," "Black Snow," "Wings," and
"Dancing at Lughnasa."
The Television Am Society is holding a panel discussion with
production managers, eQitors, cameramen and production assistants
from places_such as Harpo Studios, Spomchannel, Post Effects, The
Paradise Group and many more. This will take place on Wed. Dec. 15
at 5:30p.m. in room 1509 Michigan. Re!reshmentswill be seiVed and,
as with all listings in the BUZZ, anyone can attend.
Well, with the Christmas break nearing, there are fewer and fewer
things going down, so take this spoonful of"do-goods" and make it last.
Please enjoy your Christmas break and remembernot to forget that there
are certainly too many good things in this world to eat during the
holidays so I am sponsoring the "Let's Fast" seance and poetry reading
at my house. I must remind everyone that this is a B.Y.O.C. event (the
"C" stands for candle) and juice will be served- Gotchal Seriously,
have a Merry Chrisuna' and a Happy New Year. Adios, and BE YOU!

3445 N . Broadway, Chicago, IL, 60657 312.472. I 015
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ponance of new artists giving
consideration to the process of
choosing a manager. "In addition
to finding a manager who is
trustworthy, it is integral to define
their responsibilities, as well as
their limitations," Iglaur said. It
was eJ!:plained how managers can
pick and choose performance
dates and recording companies
that benefit themselves more than
they do the artists.
"It is probably a good idea for
new artists to manage themselves
until they establish a rapport with
reputable management parties to
avoid being taken advantage of
right off the bat," said Iglaur.
A spokesman for NARAS said
Columbia was chosen as a site for
the discussion because in addition
to being located in Chicago, a
veritable mecca in the recording
indusLry, the school is geared
primarily for people who wish to
pursue a career in the performing
arts.

Robert Schoper, a Columbia
student, and aspiring rock
musician was extremely impressed with the information he
received during the meeting. "It
was really helpful, I am actually
in the process of signing with a
manager, after this I will defmitely check him out more
thouroughly".
NARAS publishes an annual
newesletter called the NARAS
Career Handbook, which covers
virtually every aspect of the
music business, including interviews with professionals in the
industry and advices on how to
get started in the music business.
The book can be obtained by
writing NARAS at 410 S.
Michigan Ave. Suite 921,
Chicago, 60605 or by 'calling
(312) 786-1121.

Money for students
By Diana Lopez

correspondmt

The Columbia College Alumni
Association (CCAA) is promoting
its annual book awards pro!!fam,
which will provide stipends of
$500"to outstanding, currently enrolled, full-time undergraduate
students.
Columbia College Alumni
Relations Assistant Eric Mixon,
who acts as liaison between the
CCAA Board and the school, says
that the CCAA is in the process of
reorgani zi ng and through
programs such as the book awards,
they want to create an awareness
to students about what CCAA is
about before they graduate. Their
purpose is to help currently en. rolled students by finding out as
much as possible about former
graduates and cultivating them.
"We're Lrying to bring different
events and activities that suppon
our students and at the same time
meet the needs of students who are
already out because the stronger
.he alum body, the stronger the
school," explains Nixon.
This year, CCAA will give out
for, $500 awards for a freshman,
sophomore, junior and senior.
The selections will be based on a
student's merit, need, motivation
and record of academic achievement while at Columbia. CCAA
will look at the student's involvement in organizations outside and
inside the school.
Last year's Valedictorian nnd
Money
See page 3

Tony Del Valle
Whohels:
Del Valle is an instructor in the English department.
What be does:
He teaches the U.S. Latino literature course at Columbia. "'
from a tradition where teachers are respected and revered. It's
venerable kind of profession. The thing that is satisfying is being
to take a person from one stage of knowledge to another. Teacbiog is
not just teaching the subject matter it's teaching about life in geoeal.
I learn too, all the time. That is tremendously satisfying. Teaching is
my calling." Del Valle added that he will never leave the profession.
Not only is Del Valle active at Columbia, he is also worlring on the final
stages of a novel. "The working title is Vokes, but I'd rathu chanp
that It traces the life of a family living in a bi-culnual w<rld. But il
delves into a lot of things that are kind of different from what I've read
so far from U.S Latino authors. It deals with religion, mqjc,
schizophrenia." The book, Del Valle says, is in the magical realist
tradition of Latin America, similar to authors like Borjcs,~<l~
"It is not your run of the mill narrative about life in 'the tr:S~ (t:delws
into psychological matters." ,. ..
' 'I•
'If• :,.1 d t 1H(JV 00 ~JOI11f

Education:
Del Valle graduated from Columbia College with honors and !hen
went on to attain his Masters of An in teaching from Northwestern
University. He is currently in the English department at The Univemty
of Illinois in Chicago, working on a Ph.D. "My area of specialty rigbl
- now for my Ph.D, is literacy." He is completing an ethnography on
literacy and has been studying Clemente High School students at school
and at home with their families.
Family:
His parents both came from Puerto Rico and he is of the flrSl
generation in the family to be born in the U.S. He has two children, •
11-year-old son and a 9-year-old daughter.
Views on Columbia:
"To me Columbia is all about diversity." He also likes, "the whole
notion of teachers who professionally practice what they teach."
When Del Valle wasastudentatColumbia,thingswereverydiffereoL
"At that time we had one elevator, and one set of crickedy stairs. Itwu
a very small college. Columbia has been doing well since its beginnin&.
I've seen it make a lot of progress, then as a studenl and now as a
teacher." Del Valle says that he's noticed that the school hllliiiB
affluent students than it used to, which he thinks just adds 10 the_mil.
"If students really want to know what diversity is all about,
Columbia is the place."
-

*"

Literacy at Columbia:
When asked about students with literacy problems at Columbia, Dol
Valle explains,"That's something that is part of Columbia. We bavo •
open door policy, so we are conscious of the fact that when we llllld ill
front ofthe class, we are facing the full spectrum ofacademic~
We acknowledge that, and that influences how we teach." He llld!lbll
a lot of things could be done to combat the problem, but tho
has not been able to do them .

Col._..

U.S. Latino Literature:
·:That class is here thanks to Phil Kukoff, the English dcpartRIODI
chauperson. He had the vision and the confidence to insdlule dill
cl~s." ~e class teaches literature written by Latinos living in lbe U.S.
w1th a b1-cultural experience. There arc three pans in lbe QOIIIIO:
U.S.-Mexican literature, Cnrribean lllerature and Centralllld Soadl
American literature.
'
Advice to students:
"~erseverance. Anything that Is worth somethlna will requlle

sncnfice, so you hove to embrace the sacrifice. The aclUII won IIIII&
you do for tho goal is what it's allabout It's the journey.•

By Grisel Y.

/
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Gimme

Sh~l-t~r

By Elizabeth Ward
SD!ior Cmnsprnulml

During the weekend, I was decorating the lobby of a 444 unit building
that was recently purchased by the company I wodc for. Besides the
"oohs and ahhs" reflecting the installation of three fantastic Christmas
trees, as well as the friendly ''you 11m going to put up a menorah"
reminders, the entire Saturday went without a hitch. The only people
that seemed to pass my crew without mumbling a word were those with
their dogs-anxious, I suppose, to let their canines out-of-doors.
Now I want to malce my self perfectly clear: I AM NOT A DOG
LOVER. I don't lcnow what it is, but the fact is that I could live without
a pet for the rest of my life if it came to that-is that so wrong? I do,
however, realize that a number of people in our fair city are lovers of
their precious pets. No biggie, as long as they follow the rules when
living under the same roof as non-dog owners.
Finding a "dog building" is a relatively easy taslc. If you're loolcing
for an apartment or a condo, co-op, townhouse, whatever, the fust thing
you must ask either your agent or when you're malcing a newspaper
cold-call is, "Does the building talce pets?" You might assume that they
do- O.K., that's your right. I lcnow many individuals who carelessly
forgot to ask the obvious and came pretty darn close to signing a lease
before realizing Spot had no spot in the final transaction.
After you inquire, you will undoubtedly hear a faint, yet definite sigh.
If you're talking to a real estate agent, they will inform you immediately
that searching for a "dog building" will drastically affect your apartment search- and they're right As far as condominiums go, there are
a finite amount of availabilities for dog owners. As for rentals, you
might malce 15 calls before you reach a building that accepts pets. Then
the person on the other line might ask you the inevitable, " How much
does your dog weigh?'' What lcind of ql,ICstion is that, you ask? It's
simple: you either have a Teacup Yorkie or a Rouweiler named Brutus.
What part of "weigh" don't you understand? Many buildings have a
"weight limit" In short, you should lcnow how much your dog weighs
before you malce any calls.
Why is all this important? Although dog owners might thinlc a "dog
building" is an exclusive prospect, just think how many other people
think the same thing. Because these buildings are so few and far
between, it's obvious that most renters in a dog building will, indeed,
own dogs and dogs mean a few things:
First, no matter how clean you keep a dog, many dogs in one place
tend to smell, causing the complex to smell, no mauer how subtle. Dogs
are lower to the ground and pick up scents that you or I just don't.
Second, this is one cold city during the winter months. How far away
from the building do you think most dog owners will venture to talce
their "babies" to do their business? Trust me, not far. The grass (if there
is any) around a dog building is just not safe, winter or otherwise. Third,
there are the Subtle nuances of living in a dog building like incessant
barldng and howling, echoing throughout the hallways, muddy paw
prints on your pants from that excitable Irish Setter (oh, how cuteNOT!) and side-tracking poop on the sidewalk on your way to work at
8 a.m. But, hey, it's your choice.
I do lcnow that dogs are man's best friend and I know many dogs that
have provided love and attention to individuals that wouldn't give them
up for the world, let alone a new building pet policy. In fact, I might
Gust maybe) have had a slight dog-revelation as I was sitting on the
floor of that lobby wrapping falce gifts, when I realized that city-folk
need their dogs just as much as country folk and with the way this city
runs sometimes, maybe they need them a little more.

Money

From page 2

recipient of the CCAA Book
Award, Daren Ford, believes that
the Book Awards Program is a
great help.
'The good thing about the award
is that it is not tuition paid. It can
be used for supplies and they can
rcally run for quite a bit of work,"
says Ford, who also received the
Excellence Award and financial
aide.
Ford i s th e assistant engincer/engineer at Rivernorth
Studios and has been employed for
two years. He started his career
there though internships.
Mixoncommentsthatwhenever
students have problems or needs,

CCAA will offer their services,
but students have to spealc in order
to be heard. Through surveys,
CCAA found that they need more
scholarship support for students
and they arc responding to that
though its Book Awards Program.
" Ideally the CCAA Board
would like to sec full scholarships
given to cover a student for an
entire year," says Mixon.
Students can pick up appliesLions for the Book Award s
ProgramattheColle.:elibrary,the
bookstore, the Hokin, the Holcin
annex, the Placement office and
the Alumni Relations office (suite
300 of the Torco building). The
deadline for applications id
December 17 at 5 p.m.
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because he doesn't really receive
any, besides tuition remission.
''One item that I and others that
I've talked with would like to see
changed is the availability of
health insurance for part-time
teachers," Morris said.
Paul Johnson, director of human
resources, said that full-time faculty and staff receive health and
dental benefits, life insurance,
long-term disability and a pension
that is fully funded by the college.
He added there are several optional programs, including flexible
spending accounts used for medical, child or elder care expenses.
Full-time employees can participate in a tax free savi ngs
program.
Johnson
sa id
full-time
employees are entitled to a tu.iiv ..
remission program, in which they
can receive up to eight credit hours
each semester.
Part-time employees can also
participate in the tuition remission .
They can receive a maximum of
six credit hours per term. If they
teach fewer than six hours per
term, they are only eligible for the
number of hours they teach. This
applies just to the faculty members. Immediate family members
can get three credit hours per term.
"Columbia's faculty and staff
benefits are not only equal to but,
in I"'OSt cases better than other colleges," Johnson said, "this is one of
the ways we try and keep good
people."
Johnson added that no one will
consider talcing a job without finding out what benefit package the
company has.
"We can safely say that benefits
are probably worth an additional
25 percent of a person's salary.
They are a big item and I believe

AIDS kills art
Carey Arnholt

51Aff Wriltr

Twisted black fabric tied with
rope hung on the walls of the
Hokin center last Wednesday in
commemoration of the thousands
of people who have died of AIDS .
Dec. 1 was The Day Without
Art's 5th year anniversary. Its
held in conjunction with World
AIDS Day. Cultural institutions
across the nation recognize it as a
time to mourn all those in the art
community whose lives and talent
have been lost to AIDS.
Statistics indicate that 204,390
people have died from AIDS in
Chicago and that the arts community has bee n among th e
hardest hit by this epidemic.
In Chicago ,the lions outside the
Art Instib.lte were also draped in
black cloth. The Museum of Contemporary Art donated a day's
worth of admission to the Aids
Foundation of Chicago. Tuesday
night (Nov. 30), Jane Alexander,
chairwoman of the National Endowment for the Arts, kicked off a
pre-Day Without Art citywide
reception by spealcing at the Cultural Center. In the Hokin Gallery
of Columbia College, Carla Mayer
organized an all day observance
for those in the arts who have been
diag nosed or have died from
AIDS.
Performance artist A llyson
Hawley was one of those who,
read the names of people who
have died of AIDS. She encouraged students to add the
names of anyone they lcnew who
have died from th~ disease.

~COOK'S
By Carole Davis

Food Edilor

This week's best food buys include many varieties of apples Michigan red, sweet-tart Granny Smith and crisp Delicious. Florida
Red Ruby grapefruit and honey tangerines. In the vegclable department, the buys include fresh carrots, spinach. celery, onions and fresh
mushrooms. The following is a recipe that utilizes some of these great
buys.
Eggplant and Tomato Casserole

,.

,
,,

1 quarter cup salad oil
1 halt-pound of sliced mushrooms
1 medium peeled and cubed eggplant
1 teaspoon chopped parsley
2 beaten eggs
1 medium chopped green bell pepper
1 pound Italian plum tomatoes•
1 teaspoon salt
1 cup each of grated parmesan and mozzarella
cheese

In a large frying pan, heat oil; add onions, mushrooms and green
pepper. Saute over medium heat until vegetables are limp, which will
take about two minutes. Stir in eggplant, vegetables, salt and parsley.
Cover and simmer until eggplant is tender- about25 minutes- while
stirring often. Uncover and increase heat, if necessary, to reduce liquid.
Combine the parmesan and mozzarella cheeses with the eggs. Layer
half of the eggplant mixture into a 2-quart baking dish and top with the
cheese. Repeal the layers, ending with the cheese mixture. Sprinkle with
bread crumbs and balce uncovered at375 degrees until the cheese starts
to bubble and brown slightly (which will talce about25 minutes).
*Note: One pound of fresh tomatoes or one 16 oz.
substituted. This dish also freezes well.

can may be

Columbia is comparable to other
colleges and universitie s,"
Johnson said.
Johnson also noted that faculty
and staff pay $15 a month for
single coverage and $30 a month
for family coverage for their health
and dental plans. Employees have

The numbing insensitivity to violence in American culture has talcen
on a new high tech twist violent video games. You can now plug in
and tune out reality with more realistic and graphic linages. I am
speaking of one of Sega's new video games, Night Trap.
For those who arc not aware of Night Trap, it is hitting the Christmas
shelves just in time. It goes something like this: Five men in black
hoods and black outfits, looking like Ninjas, snealc into a college dorm
full of half-clothed young women and brcalc into the room of an
attractive, scantily clad female. They stalk her menacingly with a
mechanical arm, similar to something out of Terminator 2. The woman
screams uselessly for help. Then her neck is throttled by U1e metal arm,
a long needle-like probe pierces her jugular vein and her blood is
ruthlessly sucked out, draining her of life.
What malces this game frightening is that the images are not those of
the typical video- cartoon characters. These images are of real people.
As I watched this on television it appeared as though the young woman
would be gang raped. The fact that she was stalked by five men and
that she was dressed in a very short negligee contributed to this. But
she was tortured instead.
This is supposed to be entertainment? This is a game marketed for
children? Perhaps I missed something, but have we come to the point
where brutalizing women is a sport? Has it gouen to the point where
we socialize young boys to view the torture-murder of a woman as "just
a game?"
I think the malcers of this so-called game are greedy, irresponsible
and callous. It contributes to a climate of haterd and has no positive
effects on children whatsoever.
In defending this game, a representative from Sega told a senate
committee that "it is the responsibility of the player to protect the
woman." Well, perhaps it's the buyers, parents, relatives and older
friends that need to protect children by not purchasing a product as
detrimental as this.
I wonder if those talented software engineers and marketing executives would like a video grune I thought of. It is called kill the Rich
Video Game Executive. It works like this: A child learns to be desensitized to murder, rape and other little mischievous things from a video
game. He loses touch with reality. He then searches out video game
manufacturing executives and wipes them out. Will we ever see such a
game?
The media, politicians, academicians and others repeat ad infinitum
cliches about American justice, democracy and the virtues of Western
civilization. If we are to malce such lofty pronouncements have any
substance for ourselves and our children, the least we can do is eliminate
such glaring paradoxes as torture promoted under the guise of cnteltainment.
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Local politicians
By Bridget Quinn
Corrtspondtnt

Now that Congress has passed
the North American Free Trade
Agreement the focus has turned
to President Clinton and whether
he will keep his promise to
workers whose jobs might be
lost.
Many jobs are expected to go
to Mexico as a result of NAFTA.
Some experts speculate that the
hardest hit sector of 'the work
force will be those employed in
the manufacturing plants that
produce items for the elccttonics,
furniture apparel and auto parts
industties.
Silvia Puente, a spokesperson
for the Latino Institute, issued a
report that showed NAFTA's
probable effect on Chicago's
Latino community and found
that more than 40 percent were
employed in manufacturing.
According to Puente more than
$370 million will go to job
retraining programs for displaced workers as a result of
fums relocating to Mexico. The
amount also includes a stipend
available to displaced workers to
cover living expenses similar to
that of unemployment benefits.
However, the amount stated
by Puente seems to conflict with
the funding proposal figures of
what others have seen. The question has also been raised as to
whether any of the thousands of
U.S. workers who will be displaced as a resultofNAFTA.
Bill Weinberg, a spokesman
for Rep. Luis Gutierrez (D-111.),
expressed his doubts over the
modest figures his office saw
regarding job reuaining dollars.
In fact, based on the funding
proposals Gutierrez's office saw,
only $ 150 million would go
towards job rettaining nationwide. "Unfortunately the White
House seems to have less money
in worker retraining than the
Bush adminisuation was talking
about," Weinberg said.
Illinois Senator Miguel Del
Valle saw funding proposals by
Clinton's administration for the
retraining program, at an even
lower figure of $90 million
nationwide. "Did you know Lhat
in lllinois theDepanmentofCorrections budget for the state
prisons, not including county or
local prisons, is$700 million dollars to ta1ce care of 34,000 inmates? No"·. [Clinton) is telling
me that you're going to make
some $90 million dollars, less
than a seventh of what we're
spending on Illinois prisons
alone, available nationwide to
train displaced workers 7 I can' t
even call that a drop in the bucket," said Del Valle.
He added that conflicting

figures for funding proposals
regarding job reuaining should
have been decided on at the same
time[NAFTA)wasapproved. "If
you will recall when President
Clinton put forLh his economic
stimulus package there was a lot
of job training money built into it
and the final package ended up
with almost nothing because the
Republicans fought iL I predict
Lhat the same thing is going to
happen with these job training
dollars and that is why I wanted
it negotiated up front," Del Valle
said.
NAFTA is supposed to go into
effect on January I, 1994.
Though Clinton has proposed
side agreements for labor, health
and safety it is not known how
long employees in Mexico will
have to continue under current
working conditions until the
proposals go into effect.
It is also not known how quickIy U.S. frrms will move their
operations to Mexico. Given the
opportunities of the new agreement, workers are uncertain
about their future.
Despite Del Valle's opposition
to NAFT A and his criticisms
against the current low funding
proposed for job tra ining
programs, he is positive about
Clinton's initiative to try to
negotiate the side agreement~ to
improve NAFTA's proponents.
"Unlike some people in labor, I
am for free uade. I just wanted
to make sure we got a good ueJI
out of it and I just don't think we
did. But now Clinton has opened

up the door and has said let's
work on these problems and I
wanted to ta1ce him up on it," said
Del Valle.
Whatever the outcome of
Clinton's negotiations for these
and other side agreements for
NAFTA, the end result will
remain to be seen. However, with
advocates like Sylvia Puente,
State Sen. Miguel Del Valle and
Rep. Luis Gutierrez monitoring
· NAFTA's effects at each step of
its tmplementation and offering
their suggestions for improvements in the agreement, Clint·.,n
is being helped through the ran ics
of government to keep his
promises.

Kwanzaa
Frompagel
given, it is suggested that they be
creative, handmade or practical,
like a book.
According to Karenga, Kwanzaa
is a holiday with meaning and roles
for all ages, especially youngsters.
''To reduce the children to mere
recipients ofgifts is to duplicate the
mos t nega t ive aspec ts of
Christmas."
Karenga's advice for AfricanAmericans is to "strive for
discipline, dedication and achievement in all you do. Dare struggle
and sacrifice and gain the strength
Lhat comes from this. Build where
you ::re and dare leave a legacy that
will last as long as the sun shines
and the water flows."

GREAT SAVINGS EVERYDAY
ON THOUSANDS OF ITEMS
For: Artists • Desi gners • Architects • Schools

GREAT SAVINGS
Buy Direct from UTRECHT
One of America's Major

"Previously, on Writin' The Rails: In an atlcmpt to understand tho
reason behind his reoccurring nighunare of losing his teeth, Geoff
began researching dream interpretation theories. At the end of the Jut
column, he realized he was dreaming and, together with the symbolic
Kevin, leapt into the abyss. And now, part II ... "
1 woke up extremely excited. ! had successfully interpreled a dream
for the first Lime and had done so while fully conscious and wblle still
within the dream. Experts call this "lucid dreaming."
Taking place within a school, this dream represented my current
quest for self-knowledge. By accepting a neglected. pan of myself and
fearlessly diving into the unknown, I was showmg my new-folUid
willingness to explore the basement of my mind- my own subconscious.
My belief in the validity of dreams grew even stronger as tho
repercussions of this momentary rush oflucidity found outlet in my an.
My final films for both tech I and tech II were based on dream
experiences. One of these films, Dream Reader, was selected for tho
"Best of the Semester Screening."
Appropriately, Kevin's appearance in my dreams was mirrored by
his appearance in my films. I felt that blending elements from my
waking and sleeping lives would help set up a continual cycle,
dissolving the division between night and day.
Armed with this new tool of self-discovery,! turned once again to
my nightmare. Reading over the most recent tooth dreams,! detecled a
pattern: Without fail, these nighLmares occurred during stressful periods
in my life, times of difficult change- specifically the transitions in
jobs and relationships.
I?uring the day,! was frozen in the fear of change, unable to acL By
night, ! fought desperately to keep my teeth (and life) in order.
I realized there must be some middle ground and, working on a
solution, I had the following breakthrough dream:
I am sitting at my table when I discover my teeth are loose. My eye
(!) tooth is the flfSt to fall ouL My dread turns to curiosity as I marvel
at its shape. I decide to keep it as a symbol, a power objecL
My wife, Carrie, enters and I show her the tooth. She is sympathetic
and supportive.
Gradually, the other teeth loosen and I resign myself to making this
as painless as possible. I help them along, gently removing them one
by one, spitting out bits of enamel and griL My mouth throbs with the
dull ache of loss and exposure yet, !laugh.
Carrie wonders what's so funny but I can't artSwer, my toothless
mouth too sore to form the words. Instead, I improvise, by writing out
my phonetically garbled message of pain and acceptance on a nearby
"
.
napkin,"tecthin' hurih!"
Our laughter eases my pain and only then is my acceptance
rewarded. Already, !notice new teeth- strong teeth The emergence of these new dream-teeth, representing
and psychological growth, marked the end of my recurring ni~:htrnale.
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Oldest ancestors are losing ground
Simeon Peebler
Editoriol P•g< Editor

Ten-thousand years ago, at the
dawn of the Agricultural Revolution, they roam ed the great
southern region s of Africa nomads, San, the Bushman. When
the Agricultural Revolution
passed, these hwnans remained the
same - they continued to hunt,
using the land, continually fortifying their environment
But now, at this very moment,
their environment is dwindling in
size. They number only seventythousand. Why should anyone
care about them, spend resources
on them, remove them from the
bad end of the politic they've become the object ofl
Genetic researchers at the
University of California Berkeley,
using blood samples and DNA
fingerprinting, have announced
that these people are the oldest surviving humans pure,
unblemi shed by the civilized
world.
They're an endangered human
relative, our ancestry, the only true
thing that is left from our preagricultural era, the original
hunter-gatherers.
In many ways just like the native-Americans, they ' re being
ebbed out of existence - and it is
solely for one purpose: the govern-

ment of Botswana, who've given
no consideration of the San, are
making money by pushing the San
out of the a small portion of the
Kalahari desert they've been
forced to inhabit
In the economic restructuring of
Europe, the EC gave special incentiveS to trading partners - they
gave Botswana twice the price for
one head of cattle. Botswana's
government needed cattle ground
to make as much money they
could. As a result, Botswana has
the highest per capita of cattle than
any country in the world!
Botswana needed grazing ground.
They argue, "Let's shoot the San
-whatever it takes to get him out
of here so we can make some
money!"
The San is important to the
world. They are an irreplaceable
symbol of our ancestry. The highly-rated comedy The Gods Must
Be Crazy was based on these
people - the Bushman. Let the
U .S. use the resources and
leverage we have in the world, as
the most powerful superpower,
and pull for the Bushman. We can
offer Botswana a deal of sorts that
will stop the dispossession of the
Bushman from his land, his home.
We must save them; it is an imperative greater, if somewhat
symbolic, than any other for the
survival of humanity.

W£ HA'lE 11\E .
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National program must include mental health
Simeon Peebler
EditoriAl P•gt Editor

You go to the doctor. You have
been sick lately - something is
wrong, but it is not physical. The
doctor says, "Sorry, I can't help
you. Under the new health care
plan, thcre'sjust not the support"
Over e:ght percent of the population, 15.3 million American adttlts
will become depressed in their
lifetimes. Recent campaigns are
making depression a public issue
- the message: spot the signs and
get help. But this comes at a time
when community mental health
programs are jammed and insurance benefits for mental health

treatment are under intense
scrutiny in the cost-conscious environment of health care.
A national health care program
must include comprehensive mental health care package. President
Clinton has repeatedly said that the
most expensive choice in health
care is doing nothing. If we do not
invest in mental health care, we
will cost our country billions of
dollars. Preventative mental
health care decreases all types of
physical illness, studies have
shown. But if we continue to have
unchecked mental illness, we are
definitely costing our country.
Currently, economists are still
debating the costs, potential offsets

of including comprehensive mental health coverage in a national
health care program, and no "official" conclusions have been
widely publicized.
Not long ago, there was hope
that health care reform would
eliminate one of the major forms of
discrimination against people with
mental illness - the histaic lack
of decent insurance. There was
hope that people with mental illnesses would be included on an
equal level with physical illnesses
in the proposal.
_ , ~ "' •
Simply, and finally, a national
health care program will fai I if it
does not adequately provide for
mental health care.

Student hopes that Chronicle is not proud

The 'ie\\ s expressed on the editorial pages
of tht• Cllrouide do not necl'ssarily reflect
the ,·ie\\s of the colll'gt'. thl' journalism
dt'partment or the Cllrouide.

Caption

Contest!

This Columbia student sincerely
hopes that you folks arc not patting
yourselves on the backs for any
imagined improvements in this
newspaper. Nor do I suspect that
the banner: UNDER NEW AND
BETTER MANAGEMENT really
has been little more than pasting
another slogan on what is otherwise the same old and inferior rag.
I don' t want to simply parrot over
and over again the sentiments of a
substantial nwnber of readers who
winced at the fifteen, or more,
gram mar, spelling and punctuation
errors on the cover page alone.
Nor will I waste breath concerning
the gross editorializing found in
the front-page abortion story.
Yes, it is upsetting to continually
witness the Chronicle suffer from
these elementary problems. What
concerns me most, and the reason
I am writing, is the abominal
misquoting and poor journUlism on
the part of certain, illustrious journali s ts who did s tories th a t
included an interview with Paula
Weiner, administrative assistant to

the department of liberJ! education, Chronicle has improvedgrtatly in
and included quotations of certain both appearance and content this
"statements" hy Leslie Van Marter, semester. The number of lett1rs
chairman of liberal education.
and telephone calls that WI
First, Paula did not say, or imply, receive each week testify to thtlt.
that students shouldn't know about Regarding the alleged m/sqiUJt.l
politics, religion and sex, like the that seem to have gotten JON 10
article about her said. She was upset, must admit that therwls no
completely misquoted. Dr. Van excuse for getting thefacts WTOng.
Marter was also completely Our writers and editors arwleanl·
misquoted and mis interpreted. ing their crqfls and arw IXJMCt«l
This kind of journalism is, and to make a mlstau onc1 In awiiiU.
ought to be, unacceptable. I Accid•nts mlsttJU1alldmlsqut.1
believe a serious apology is in happen even In MWI~n with
order here. I understand that the highly paid wrllen tl1ld •dliDn.lt
newspaper staff has students who just 10 happens that non1 of 1M
are in the process of learning; JI*Ople iltWJlv.d lit t111 erron tlllll
however, this does not mean they see• to bother JON 10 .,.chhov.
arc not responsible for what they 1v1r asud us to comet wflllt w
say and do. If this is not under- wrot.. W' apJif'ICUlt. JON ttJkhlg
stood, and these students are the ti11N to wrlle to Nl, but "'ft•l
serious about professional writing that yoiU' vicloiU alt«k is ruifa/r,
or journalism, they are wasting By the way we notice thatJO•.flll4
their time.
at llast the •nt1rttJbuMIII JN16"
lnti!Witllllf- Ill JOII ltrtlrtd at
Landis E. Beckett Jr. least on1 of our cont.sts for /i'H

Editor's response:
Thank you for your lttter. The

ticuts tills wt~k.
Good luck!

ATTENTION

T he winning caption:

Michael Jackson downtown, Incognito.

'
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WRITE TO US TODAY!
Submit your letters to the editor to: Simeon Peebler atThe Chronicle office,
room #802 Wabash building. Deadline for each issue is 5 p.m. every
Monday for the next week's issue. LIMIT YOUR SUBMISSION TO
ONE TYPEWRITTEN PAGE, DOUBLE SPACED, include a
telephone number for verification. The op-ed page is the forum for open
discussion. We reserve the right to edit copy. Submission is not a guarantee
of publication. Copy that is longer than one typewritten page will not be
considered for publication.
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LeHers fr@ fr~® Editor

Paper imparts salient information
I was amused to read the infan•.iie sniping by Mary Cooper in last
week's edition of "Letters to the
Editor." Since she is not !he only
individual that we put !his paper
out for, I'll explain a few things.
I write: !he "Cook's Comer" for
the benefit of students who are out
on their own and are unable to afford a maid or butler to take care of
them. The column not only serves
as a venue for recipes, but as a
vehicle for fledgling cooks to try a
dish or two. All of !he recipes are
backed up by myself, a veteran
cook wilh thirty years' experience.
This column serves a definitive
purpose in this paper, more so than
your asinine comments. I have
received very favorable response
from the students, so I'm sure !hal
you don't mind knowing !hat !his
column will continue.

As for "Gimme Shelter," it too is
designed for !he benefit o all students. There are things like
parking problems !hat commuting
students aren' t prepared for, and
"Girnme Shelter" runs them down
and spells them out The column
also points out pertinent information (like apartment insurance
information) the many frrst-time
apartment dwellers have no concept, and is a valuable service to
Columbia student body.
All of our columnists are intelligent and work hard at providing
our fellow students with a cohesive
newspaper that imparts information as well as entertainment We
will continue to do so, Ms. Cooper,
wilh or wilhout your blessing.
Have fun in !he library.
Carole Davis

Columbia College community: Thank you!
On behalf of the Student Life and
Development Office and the
Chronicle, we would like to thank
the entire college community for
their contributions and participation in the dinner for the homeless.
As a result of your generosity, we
were able to serve a traditional
Thanksgiving Dinner to over 150
individuals from the Pacific Garden and Olive Branch Missions.
Also, a special thanks to some
local businesses: Warehouse Liquors, GeorGina's , Chicago
Carry-Out, Dearborn Deli, Wishbone Restaurant, Mr. G's Grocery

Store on 53rd S trect, Surf Restaurant, Tempo Restaurant and our
in-house caterer, Vending Consultant s, for t heir gen er o us
contributions.
The dinner was a huge success!
Your efforts were greatly appreciated by all.
For more information or if you
have any questions or comments
regarding the food drive, please
contact the Student Life and
Development Office, ext 459.
The Student Life and
Development Office

Chronicle a tremendous treat
Wow! Last week's Chronicle
was a tremendous treat . The speciai' holiday section was most
enjoyable.
I cannot complement you
enough on the strides you' ve made

with !his newspaper. I hope the
quality continues for the rest of my
Columbia career.
Thank you for your hard work
and dedication, Chronicle staff!
LinaM. Ruiz

r--------------;....---------.....,
Enter the Chronicle Editorial
Caption Contest!

your caodid captions of the above ph•otogra,ph,
the Chronicle photo files, to the Chronicle office, suite 802 of the
Wabash buildiog before Wednesday 5 p.m .. The winning captions
will appear with the photo in the next issue along with the winner's
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Student Development Workshops
How to Beat the Holiday Blues
12/15/93

January:
Preparing For Your Next Semester
1/12/94

Sponsored by Academic Advising
All workshops are held on Wednesdays in Room 303
Wabash Building at 12:00 PM

To Mr. Bigness and all those who share his sentiments about Latinas
We, as members of Latina Image
and Latino Alliance would like to
respond to the article in Chronicle,
Nov. 8 issue, entitled, "Latinas are
the most beautiful." Although we
appreciate Mr. Bigness' enthusiasm for Latinas, we feel it is
necessary to make him and anyone
who shares his opinion aware of
some issues his article contributed
in perpetuating.
We are assuming that his article
was inspired by !he interview done
with Dahlia Burciaga, president of
Latina Image, in the Nov. I issue
of the Chronicle. He began his article by stating, "I am glad the
Latina Image Alliance is trying to
change perceptions about the role
of Hispanic women in society."
After stating this, he proceeds to
condone those perceptions and
stereotypes that the Latina Image
Alliance and so many Latinas confront each day.
We understand that the purpose
of this article may have been to
comp lim ent Latinas for the ir
beauty. Its only success though,
was to stereotype Latinas and the
role !hey play in society. Perhaps
it isn't obvious to him how damaging it is to make a statement like,
"There really aren't enough Salsa
Queens and Red Hot Tamales," or
to be acceptable even flauering
terms. What we would like him to
realize is that terms like these objectify Latinas and all women. To
say that other men should share his
passion for Latinas simply for their
beauty and their quality as "Red
Hot Tamales," creates !he perception !hat Latinas are objects whose
purpose of existence is to be
beautiful and pleasurable.
Many women from all cultures
have fought to destroy obstacles
that have boxed !hem into a predestiny of limited accomplishment.
Though we have come SO far in
demanding our rights to be ac-

and in films, instead of choosing,
"the Salsa Queens," why not look
to successful, intelligent images of
Latinas. Women who contribute
to their communities, and the
world, instead of women whose
potential is only to arouse and
satisfy.
If his access to names of successful Latinas is limited, we are only
happy to provide him with a larger
pool of names to choose from.
Rosie Perez, his example of a well
known Latina sex pot, is a woman
who has achieved much, and who
is a successful and respected
actress, producer and choreographer.
Rita Morena, a Puerto Rican
woman, who is an Academy and
Tony award winner, is also a
woman who based her accomplishments on more than being a sex

"Many women from
all cultures have fought
to destroy obstacles that
have boxed them into a
predestiny of limited
accomplishment."

object. Frida Kahlo, a Mexican
woman, who was not j ust stunningly beautiful, channeled her
suffering and despair into creating
works of art so powerful they live
beyond her. How about Sandra
Cisneros, also a Mexican woman
who is a successful author. Or
Rigobelta Menchu, a Mayan from
Guatemala, whose writing and activism won her the Pulitzer Prize.
If Mr. Bigness needs more local
examples, perhaps we can spot him
Miriam Santos, a Puerto Rican
woman who holds the office of
Chicago City Treasurer. How
about Josephina Lopez, a Mexican
woman who is incidentally a
knowledged as individuals with Columbia College Alumni, and
just as much right, just as much who is a playwright and currently
strenglh, just as much intelligence one of the writers for Fox 32's
as any man. It is evident that some Living Single.
men still do carry the same
These are role models in our
stereotypes and negative percep- community that Latina Image Altions as they ever did.
liance wants our Latina Students to
If Mr. Bigness wanted to ac- recogni ze. Latin a
Image
knowledge Latinas, why couldn't Alliance's main concern is not
he acknowledge them as equals only to change !he perceptions
with intelligence and a history of about the role of Latina women in
strength and endurance. If Mr. society, but also to break down
Bigness wanted to use examples of these negative perceptions we inLa~ina women he'd like to see
ternalize ourselves. Latinas are
more prominently on television lawyers, doctors, artists ,

musicians, molhers, grandmothers
and they are leaders in their communities who have grappled with
suppression for so many generations. lt.is time to raise the
consciousness of people like Mr.
Bigness who make well meaning,
but offensive comments based on
ignorance.
We suggest to Mr. Bigness and
anyone else interested in the role of
Latinas/os in history and in contemporary society, to enroll in
"Hispanics in the U.S. since the
1800's," or "History of Mexico
and Central America." Both of
these classes surpass their limiting
titles. Unfortunately, Columbia
College has not addressed their
necessity for a curriculum which
provides courses geared towards
Latinas in the U.S., Latin America
and Caribbean history. There is no
accurate and comprehensive curriculum ofLatino/astudies offered
at Columbia College, and this is an
issue Latina Image and Latino Alliance are going to change, "By
any means necessary."
In conclusion we would like to
address the statements made by
Mr. Bigness regarding NAFTA. It
is difficult to understand how
anyone in good conscious could
make a statement like "what's the
purposes of getting rid of tariffs if
we can't import Mexico's greatest
product (attractive Latinas)." He
suggests that in exchange for 50
percent of the American movie and
television industry, Mexico must
produce 20 movies per year starring the most attractive Latinas.
He made these statements to be
humorous but he implies that a
country rich in culture, founded on
brilliant ancestry, a country which
has endured abuse and violation
must be violated further by sugg esting their only assets are
"sexpots." This statement is offensive and tasteless and demands an
apology.
Latina Image Alliance meets
every Wednesday at 12:30 in room
301 for information. We urge
Latino/a students who wish to
learn about and lift up the women
in our culture, to become involved.
Only our ammunition against ignorance is unity and education.
We invite Mr. Bigness and all who
share his uncultivated views, to
join us.
Latina Image
Latino Alliance
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In Wayne's World 2.

Wayne's World 2 - worthy $equel
RevEM.nbyCluisJorgensen

Corr<spondent

Well, it's time to laugh, cry
and hurl again. Wayne and
Garth are back to their old stuff
in their destined-to-be-a-hit
Wayne's World2, the follow-up
to Wayne's World the movie
and Saturday Nlght Uve skit.
In the film, Wayne and Garth
(Mike Meyers and Dana Carvey) setoff on a new quest; they
are determined to put on a rock
concert. The revelation comes to
Wayne in a dream in which he is
taken across the desert to the
dead rock star, Jim Morrison,
who tells him,"lf you book
them, they will come."
Wayne and Garth go to
England to meet up with a
burned-out ex-road manager,
who has dealt with the likes of

The Doors, The Rolling Stones
and Led Zeppelin, and bring him
back to Aurora.
This reviewer is not very partial to sequels, but Wayne's
World 2 works. Some of the
gimmicks are fresh and some are
old, but they work well together.
The beauty of Wayne and
Garth is that they live in their
own imaginations and do the
things that most of us have always wanted to do. They are not
very attractive guys but they
send off an air of innocence to
their actions that attracts the kid
in all of us.
Mike Meyers has proven to be
a marvelous talent outside of the
Wayne role, so he craftily
brought some new personalities
to Wayne. He says that Wayne
is who we want to be and Garth
is who we are. Wayne jumps

back and forth between crazy
kid, martial arts expert, lover
and real person. Meyers has
more hidden talents than Robin
Williams.
Carvey says he got the idea of
Garth from watching his
brother. He has proven himself,
just as Meyers has, that when put
into costume, he lives the character.
The boys must put together
Waynestock with the bands that
they claimed to have booked.
All the while, Wayne ponders
between trying to save his love,
Cassandra, from the ciutehes of
her evil record producer, Bobby
(Christopher Walken), or
dedicating his effort to Waynestock.
It is refreshing to see a movie
that has no real deep meaning or
motive, but is just plain fun.
Wayne's World 2 is a ftlm to be
enjoyed by all.

Wayne's World2
Paramount Pictures
Directed by Stephen Surjik
Cast:
Mike Myers ... Wayne
Campbell
Dana Carvey ... Garth Algar
Tia Carrere ... Cassandra
ChristopherWalken ... Bobby
Cahn
Kim Basinger ... Honey Hocnee
Heather Locklear ... Herself
Rated PG-13
Now playing at theaters
everywhere

Merry
Christmas
an.d
Happy
New
Year

Boogie Down Production's

KRSONE
Live in concert at The Oak, 2004 Western.
Fri. Dec . 17th, tickets through Ticketmaster
559-1212. For furhter info. call (312) 523-9213.
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portrays Oslkar Sci!intfler, a ""'lllWlll
lndustrlaUst who~ at great penonal risk, protected the Uves of ~re
than 1,100 Jewish worken In Nazi-occupied Poland.
·

schindler' s at top of list

mostly by the loss of his profits,
uses his connections with the cor-·
rupt Nazi bureaucracy to transfer
Schindler's List, Steven some of the "essential" workers
Spielbierg's new. film is nothing back to the factory.
like any of his previous work.
Fighting a number of setbacks,
Forget E.T. and Indiana Jones, and increasingly uneasy about
this is not just a movie, but a the Germans' treatment of the
iife-afftrming epic.
Jews, he is convinced by his acThe fllm recounts the true-life . countant, Itzhak Stern (Ben
story of Oskar Schindler (Liam Kingsley) to help more Jews·by
Neeson), a German businessman getting them the sought-after"esand Nazi party member, who sential worker" status, which
during World War II eodangered protects them from some of the
his life trying to save over 1,100 persecution to which the rest of
Jews from death in Auschwitz.
the Jews were subjCCled.
The Oskar Schindler who is
The greatest challenge comes
seen cavorting with countless when the Plaszow camp is shut
women, socializing with SS of- down, and the factory's workers
fleers and sporting a swastika on are slotted for transfer to
his lapel at the beginning of the Auschwitz and destruction.
film is certainly a different person Schindler redoubles his efforts to
than the man who transformed by save them aod as many of the
the atrocities he witnessed puts others as he can.
everything on the line to save the
perfofmances 'i~'it'Hiy;
lives of his fellow human beings. Neeson, Kingsley and Ralph
Schindler, drawn cO' oeco\:»t<l' 'fielll1es1'"Whd pla'ys• tlle 'Wbri'" I_
Poland by the prospect of quick camp's sadistic commander, are
profits from the war, takes over a noth ing short of brilliant.
formerly Jewish-owned enamel- Neeson's po~yal of Schindler
ware factory, where he employs will surprise m-any, since ·
unpaid Jewish workers as part of Americao audiences know the
the Nazi slave labor offered to Irish-born actor mostly from bit
Aryan businessmen. The factory parts,andsuchfluffas.Dorkmo11.
prospers because of the growing
1be film's cinematography is
number of army contracts, and stunning. Schindkr's List was
with no overhead for workers' filmed on location in Krakow,
wages, Schindler quickly be- Poland, almost entirely in black
comes a great success.
and white, recreating the aura of
When his workers are rounded the documentary footage shot
up in the Krakow ghetto and during the war period.·
shipped off to a work camp at
nearby Plasww, Schindler, while Spielberg's careful use of small
still appeann'g to be motivated amounts of color adds a poetic,

Reviewed bySimmCygielsld
Photo Editor
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The director of photography, .
Janusz Kaminski, a native of
Poland, and incidentally a
Columbia College graduate,
deserves a lot of credit for this
film •s overall excellence.
Schindler's List is sure to gather
a great deal of attention fCI' it's
technical execution as well as the
sheer power of its story.
This film has many 1hings in common with Spielbctg's other films,

such as thednunalic lmiion in}tiWI•
It also shows an unexpected dcpCh.
however. Ifweareall very lucky, this
new dimension will bCicane a constantfeatureinallofhisfuturewalcs.
Schindler's LlsJ, both as a fine
piece offilmmalcing anda ltStarneDt
to the endwance ofthe human~
even under the most inh111l811C conditions, should not be missed.

Scllllldltr'll Llst
Universal Pictures
18Smin.
Dinlcted by Steven Spielberg
Liam Neeson - Oskar
Schindler
Ben Kingsley - Itzhalt Stem
Ralph Fiennes - Amon Goedl
RatedR
Opens December IS
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stars as
MGM's provocative social satire
Six Degrees of Separation.

Strong perfonnances
•

in Degrees
.J

· Reviewed by Grlsel Y. Aoosla
Slil{fWriter

The screen dances with slick
characters and obscene representations of wealth in Six
Degrees of Separation. Fred
Schepisi's new film, adapted from
John Gwue's critically acclaimed
play, leaves the viewer's mind
burning with questions and truths.
While exploring the surprisingly
close worlds of New York's rich
and poor, the film provides
humorous and not-so-humorous
insights.
Will Smith stars in his fust
dramatic film role as Paul, a street
character who manages to smooth
talk his way into the homes of high
society. Ouisa and Flan Kittredge,
played by Stockard Channing and
Donald Sutherland, are tricked by
Paul into thinking that he is a friend
of their children and the son of
Sidney Partie. Soon, the
Kittredge•s discover that he has
been-»AUing ~e same scam on
other friends in their social circle.
Thc;,.fmll g~S:.Qil.I,O telj..the tale..·
of how Paul continues to affect the
Kittredge's lives, through a series
of anecdotes that the couple proudly reel off to their friends and
business associates. The whole
situation with Paul makes the
couple the talk of the town and they
become great story tellers, perhaps
as good as Paul.
Will Smith does a great job with

his role. There is wonderful
chemistry between him and Stockard Channing. As Paul cleans up
the remains of a gourmet meal, he
admits to a staring Ouisa that he
lilces to be watched. The subtle facial expressions used by Smith and
Channing make the room explode
and leave the audience what could
be going on in the minds of Paul
andOuisa.
Channing and Sutherland are superb as high-priced an dealers,
who literally live from paycheck to
paycheck. Sutherland's character,
Plan, has buried his love for an and
now gets off on the gambling
aspect of his job. When the couple
lands a multi-million dollar deal,
they praise money and chant,
"Now we're safe!"
But the Kittredges are not safe,
anymore. Paul brings a multitude
of unexpected circumstances into
their lives which shock them as
well as the audience. The couple is
forced to face what is happening to
them and Paul.

Prince comes up a little short

Six Degrees of Separation has Geographer) star in Touchstone Theatre's eight annual production
of Antoine de Saint-Exupery's classic Tile Little Prince.

many strengths, one being its
cinematography. New York looks
like the exciting, radiant place it is.
The shots of its skyline and a neon
roller rink lure you to its abode.
John Guare adapted his play into
the screenplay perfectly. The intricate way in which the present time
and the past both continue to move
forward in the story could have
been perceived as confusing, but
instead adds exciting movement to
the plot
There is nothing bad to be said
about this film. It is funny, sexy
and entertaining. Best of all,
though, it has something to say
about supposedly different worlds
and how similar they really are.

Six Degrees OfSepDration
An MGM ProductioQ
111 minutes
Directed by Fred Schepisi
Cast:
Will Smith ... Paul
Ouisa ... Stockard Channing
Donald Sutherland ... Geoffrey
RatedR
Opens Dec. 22 in an exclusive
engagement at the Loews Fine
Arts Theatre.

Reviewed by Martha E.
Hernandez
News Editor

For the holiday season,
theaters tend to revive popular
stories for family entertainment
showcases. However, some of
the interpretations lose the
stories original magic as time
goes on.
Touchstone Theatre's holiday
classic, The Little Prince, by
French author Antoine de St. Exupery, returns for its eighth
consecutive year with a small
cast and a dull stage design.
The Ultk Prince is a beautiful
story of a ntl
1 echild w ho 1eaves
his home planet: a steroid B-612

and adventures to visit other
planets. On his trip the audience
gets to see all the interesting
characters that he meets along
the way.
12-year-old Brendan DeMay,
is exttemely adorable as the Little Prince. His cute face and
blond hair work well. His character demands an innocent look
because he is taking this trip to
fmd out the me.aning of love.
The best performance was given
by Christopher Vasquez, who
played the Aviator. He also acts as
the story's narrator whose plane
malfunctions and he is left
sttanded in the Sahara Desert Although the story revolves around a
little boy's journey, the plot

doesn'tsecm to interest children.
They may pay attention to the
lighting and design on stage, but
it's too bad that this will only
amuse them for the first act The
plot essentially caters to an older
audience because of its realism.
With characters like the Turidsh

Astronomer, the Business Person
and the Pill Salesman (all played
by Michael Hagedorn), who care
about nothing else but the "matters
of consequence," the play turns
into a slap in the face for adults. It
sends the message that adults have
lost the beauty of innocence. For
example, the exttemely funny
Conceited Person (Raymond
Mark) implies that adults only care
about materialistic things and not
much else.
The Little Prince finds
friendship in the Aviator and
love in a Rose (Holly Hancock)
who is not only beautiful, but
very demanding. As the Rose,
Hancock demands shelter from
the cool air at night which might
damage her beautiful petals, but
as the Snake she is not only vicious, but kind in a
heart-breaking way, because it is
her poison that sends Tile Ultk
Price back home with a picture
of a sheep the Aviator drew for
him and the memories of his adventure.

The Little Prince will run
Thursdays to Sundays through
Jan. 9 at the Touchstone Theatte,
2851 N. Halsted. Tickets range
from $16-$20. Children under
12, students and senior citizens
receive a $2 discount For more
information call the theatte box
office at (312) 404-4700.

Columbia College Theater/Music Center Presents
ROAD SONG
by AI Day and Doug Lofstrom
New Studio Theater 72 E. 11th St
Remaining performances:
Dec. 14- 1 p.m. Dec. 15 - 4 p.m.
Dec. 16, 17, 18-7:30 p.m. Dec. 19- 3 p.m.
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Negotiating for Your Life
By Nicole Schapiro
Henry Holt Inc., 1993
252 pages
$22.50

Reviewed by Joy Veen
Slaf!Wril"

Are you getting all that you want
out of life? As a woman, how do
you achieve your goals? Believe it
or not, negotiation plays a big part
in getting what you want in, what
some people call, a man's world.
In her recen t book, Nicole
Shapiro explains that men will go
with the idea that "winner takes
all" in any sort of compromise,
conflict or idea. Women, on the
other hand, will handle these situations by cooperation and sharing.
Though her book's purpose is
not to show the difference between
men and women's negotiations, it
docs provide women with instructions on how to get what they want
from life through negotiation.
There are several types of people
that can be dealt wi th in any type
of conflict, business or personal.
One dominant t ype of hard
negotiator is the "steamroller".
1lte steamroller is someone who
moves fast; they always speak
authoritatively and often have a
type of corporate or military background. They know it all and are
often full of themselves. This type
of negotiator should be dealt with
in several ways; maintain constant
eye contact, never let your guard
down and don't let them know they
have the best of you. They arc always looking for the weakness in
people. If they say they don't have
time right now, make time.
Another type of negotiator is the
"datacrat". This type can easily be

compared with any instructor. spires confidence in any son of
Datacrats are compulsive with in- negotiation. It gives you a sense of
formation. They have to know the the meaning of life and, according
tiniest details, even the ones that to Shapiro, the meaning of life is
type of decision. In negotiating, it life.
may take weeks for them to make
a decision. These people tend to
New Northwestern basketball coach Ricky Byrdsong was displeased
dress conservatively and neatly.
about the team's first practice on Mon. Nov. I , and major personnel
They may avoid looking directly at
changes appear to be in the works. Byrdsong takes over the tas1c of
rebuilding a program that finished 3-15 in the Big Ten last season under
you and tend to be suspicious.
Bill Foster. Foster is now athletic director for the school.
They dislike surprises and their
One of the major changes Byrdsong has made is taking away the title
biggest fear is making mistakes.
of captain from senior point guard Patrick Baldwin. The only playec to
Doo'tpush these people; they may
volunteer for the position, Kevin Rankin, was summarily turned down
withdraw from the situation entireby Byrdsong.
ly . If you are d c~ ling with a
Byrdsong has also been disappointed in the play of Cedric Neloms,
datac rat, it's best to give them their
the team's leading scorer for the last two seasons. Just as likely to catch
space. Datacrats tend to be enthe disapproval of Byrdsong are Dewey Williams and Matt Purdy.
gineers, librarians, technicians and
Instilling a ftrc that Northwestern hasn't had in years Byrdsong has
researchers.
kicked players out of practices and also dismissed assistant coaches
Another type of negotiator is the
when their work hasn' t measured up to his expectations.
"butterfly". Butterflies are social
creatures that arc often not taken
Another move by Byrdsong was changing junior guard/forward Dion
seriously. According to Shapiro,
Lee's name back to his first name, Kenneth, and his number from 24
non-anglo men, pat ticularly from
to 10. Byrdsong was less than pleased about number 24 Dion Lee's
the Mediterranean, Latin countries
personality on the court. The change should give Lee a fresh beginning
and African ancestries, hold butto a new season.
terfly characteristics. They are
Byrdsong's presence at Northwestern seems to be a good change for
She Needed Me
quick and creative thinkers and
the Wildcats. The team is playing with much more confidence and will
By Waite~ Kirn
want instant attention and service
always show up and play hard.
Washington Square Press, 1992
from those around them. They love
Even with the changes Byrdsong has brought to the program, this
227pages
people and are theatrical. They
reporter feels Northwestern will definitely not go to the N .C.A.A.
$14
often create drama in their lives.
tournament in '94. Major areas in need of strength are team speed,
The greatest fear a butterfly has is
combativeness and especially depth.
that of people forgetting them. Reviewed by Denine
In becoming Morthwestem's head coach Byrdsong is the school's
They would rather receive nega- Zenere
frrst black head coach and only the third in the history of Big Ten.
tive attention than no attention of SlaffWriler
all.
Walter Kim's first novel, She
The fi nal negotiator Shapiro
describes is the "Mr./Ms. Nice Needed Me, takes a look at the
Guy". According to Shapiro, they pitfalls and contradictions of conarc always smiling whether they temporary American life by
are working on a computer, talking aiming directly for the heart.
on the telephone or when they are Kim's debut novel is about two
on the elevator. If you arc dealing young people searching for love with a Mr./Ms. Nice Guy, follow and answers - in this baffling and
their pattern. Don't offer your hand rapidly changing world.
Kirn 's novel depicts the
in a handshake until they offer
theirs. Shake with the same grip psychosis of a right-winged funthey do. Nice Guys are not risk- damentalist fanatic named Weaver
takers, so don't offer. If they are Wulquist and a rural-raised, preguneasy about a situation, they may nant woman named Kim Lindgren.
Weaver and Lindgren first meet
giggle or clear their throats a lot.
Preparation is an important key outside a St. Paul, Minnesota aborwith any type of m·gotiation. Al- tion clinic. Weaver, 26, an active
ways know what you're dealing fundamenta list, lies flat across the
with. Come with guns loaded at all gro und , a ttempting to block
times. In order to get what you Lindgren and o th er pregnant
want, know what the other party is women from entering the abortion
expecting. Stick to your g uns, but clinic. He has turned from the
world of drugs and heavy metal to
be willing to lose a few bullets.
Though the book deals with a world of righting abortions with
women negotiation, it really can be the Conscience Squad, a rightapplied to men just as easily. Short winged fundamentalist group.
Lindgren, 23, is pregnant, broke lr...;..;;=======::::;;::::;;::::;;::: ___________-.
stories arc used as examples of the
type of people you will encounter and pursuing an unsuccessfu l
in life. It teaches you how to deal career writing and designing greetwith each of them directly. ll in- ing cards.
Their relationship forces them to
overcome the personal and moral
differences that separate them and,

QUALITY FOOD AT REASONABLE PRICES!
723 S . Dearborn Street Chlcago•312-427-DELI•312 36Q-0705

L-.----------------------...1

in the process, learn about themselves.
This re viewer found this book
funny as well as moving. The most
interesting part of this book was
the insight into the mind of arightwinged fundament:tlist. For this
reviewer, who was unaware of the
in-depth nature of such activism,
the book was quite an eye-opener.
Weaver takes his fu.tdamentalism
to the out limits, which, in tum,
brings o ne back to the reality of
human morals, desires and feelings.
She Needed Me is a book that
takes a deep and serious look at
understanding all sid.:s of the abortion issue. The novel shows how
people, caught in a realm of ideas,
can crumble under devotion by
struggling with feelings and subsequent desires.
This boQk was very interesting to
read. One can learn a lot more than
one may bargain for. She Needed
Me is a book for both pro-choiccrs
and anti-abortionisL~.
Walter Kirn was mised as a Mormon on u farm in Minnesota. His
religious background is greatly
reflected in the stage set for this
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truthful, yet complicated, novel.
Formerly the editor for Vanity
Fair and Spy, he currently writes
about the media for Mirabflla and
otllCr publications.
This well-written nove l may

even he lp people come together on
the abortion issue simply by exposing the feelings and issues
surrounding both sides of the controversy.
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in. Instead of seeing some son of
confrontation, the film turns into
"the joys of childbirth." This is
a terrible letdown, but the rest of
the fJ.Jm is so strong that it makes
up for it.

Snapper a great comedy
Sharon Curley (Tina KelIegher) starts the story off by
confronting her parents with the
news that she is pregnant Not
only is she "up the pole" as the
characters in the ftlm put it, but
she admits that she doesn't
remember the father. When her
father, Dessie (Colm Meaney),
reacts negatively to her not
knowing she lies and says that
she does know but isn't telling.
During her pregnancy, the
viewer comes to know more
about Sharon's lifestyle. After
one particularly wild night out,
Sharon gets home and stans
hearing voices. Then, suddenly,
s he remembers who got her
pregnant. It turns out to be someone that everyone would suspect

the least The situation turns into
a painful experience for the
whole town. Director Stephen
Frears has frightening insight as
to how cruel and scary people
can be.
Thanks to screenplay writer
Roddy Doyle the characters are
well -developed and the
audience can get the sense that
the people they meet on the
screen are like people they may
encounter in real life. At one
moment, Dess ie is a loudmouthed jerk to his wife, the
next he is teaching himselfabout
women's bodies in order to understand Sharon's pregnancy
and his wife's orgasms . The
characters' unpredictability can
be comforting to the movie's
viewers.
The comedy is just great.
Sharon and her friends spit fire

The Snapper
A Mirarnax Film

Directed by Stephen Frears
Cast:
Colm Meaney . . . Dessie CurIcy
Tina Kellegher . . . Sharon
Curley
Ruth McCabe ... Kay Curley
PatLaffan ... George Burgess
RatedPG-13
Check papers for listings
through bawdy, brash comments on every subject, only
pausing to down the last swallow of their dark, Irish pints. But
the comedy exposes weaknesses
that the characters sadly take
pride in. In Dessie's circle of
friends, the most caring and in-

WIN A PAIR OF FREE TICKETS TO

THE QUEEN OF BINGO

BE A WINNER!

AT THE HOTTEST, HIPPEST NEW COMEDY IN THE LOOP!

sightful man is thought to be
gay. Behind the playful antics
that everyone considers a part of
normal life, there are deeper
feelings.
Many conflicts are brought up
during the film that create the
tension the viewer is interested
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WAYNE'S WORLD 2 IS HEADED YOUR WAY ON
DECEMBER lO••.NO WAY...WAY!!!

Join the turbulent world of Wayne and Garth and enter a WAYNE'S
WORLD 2 trivia contest, and you could win a WAYNE'S WORLD 2
poster and either a hat or "THE OFFICIAL WAYNE'S WORLD 2
drumsticks from Regal Tip."
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It's About Laughter! It's About Family!
·
It's About Bingo!
CAll NOW FOR TICKETS!
NOW

PLAYING

THE CONGRESS HOTEL

(312)902·1500
~~n~.-~~"'·

C.rsonPintSconiAoseRfCOtds/
Sou'ldWW'OUStiHoiTix

GROUP DISCOUNTS (312) 348· 7563
Audrence members play an actual game of BINGO to win
a FREE frozen turkey at every show!
Simply bring a bingo card (a hand drawn facsimile is acceptable) stapled to the
coupon below to The Chronicle office by Dec. 16 at noon. Drawing will be held
on Friday Dec. 17th, names of winners will be posted by 5 p.m. Winners need not
be present.
~

Chnmicle
62:1 s. •abash Suite 802
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answer the trivia questions at the bottom of the page and
submit them to the paper's office no later than Thursday, Dec. 17.
CONTEST RULES: No purchase necessary. 25 winners, selected from
all correct entries will receive the WAYNE'S WORLD 2 posters, and 5
GRAND prize winners will receive either a hat or ''The Official Wayne's
World 2 drumsticks from Regal Tip." Drawing will be held on Friday,
Dec. 17, at the Chronicle Office. Winners' names will be posted by 5
p.m.
CONTEST QUESTIONS:

!) What town do Wayne and Garth come from?
a) Beverly Hills, b) Madison, c) Aurora, d) Chicago
2) What is the name of Wayne's girlfriend?
a) Tracy, b) Ashley, c) Patty, d) Cassandra
3) What is Wayne and Garth's favorite band?
a) Poison, b) Metallica, c) Aerosmith, d) Neil Diamond
4) Who is Garth's fantasy girl married to in real life?
a) Chevy Chase, b) Bill Murray, c) Rob Lowe, d) Dan Aykroyd
5) What is the name ofthe doughnut shop \\~yne and Garth frequented?
a) Dunkin' Donuts, b) Barry's, c) Mikita's, d)Winchell's
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Columbia College Cares

December 3rd thru December 15th

Donate NEW TOYS for infant children thru age 12
Drop Off
BOXES LOCATED IN THE LOBBY OF WABASH BUILDING
DONATIONS WILL BENEFIT TAP ROOTS AND TABATHA HOUSE
SPONSORED BY THE HOKIN ADVISORY BOARD

WRAPPING PARTY IS SCHEDULED FOR DECEMBER 16TH

11:00 • 2:00 p.m.
HOKIN ANNEX
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Two Pinter plays at
Angel Island Theater
·Reviewed by Elizabeth
Ward
SelriorCtmtsp<mder!t

The Mary Arn:hie Theatre Co.
has always brought to the stage
plays that carry the human spirit
not only to momentous heights,
but to a strangely different and
exciting plateau. Their latest offerings are two rarely seen
Harold Pinter plays, The Lover
and A Night Out: both quality
examples of how secrecy and
hidden motivational structure
can help otherwise desperate
souls with therealitiesoftheday.
InTHEWVER,acoupleplay
a fantasy game with each other
in order to keep their marriage
alive and fresh. The game, however, evolves with such
intensity, that their roleplay and
change of identity brings them to
a point where they cannot
separate the fantasy from the
reality. Pinter lets the audience
entec into the imagination of the
drama within hi s dialogue,

second-guessing the characte:s,
but ultimately coming full circle
with the story. Jordan Teplitz's
"Richard" and Fran Martone's
"Sarah," deftly misplace the
original concept of their
gameplaying only enough to rattle the audience's perception of
their lives. In addition, Director
Richard Cotovsky has cast an
older couple in the production
'that brings into play the variable
of sexual activity in the twilight
years. Cotovsky's artistically
skillful decision also solidifies
the notion that love, dreams and
imagination are not only for the
young but the young at heart,
captured humorou s ly and
without flaw byTeplitzand Martone.
A Night Out carries the tormented sou l of a young
gentleman through a series of
events that culminate in his finding his true sense of self, which
arguably might not be an attractive discovery. Antagonized by
his mother, his fellow workers

Fran Martone (I) and Jordan Teplitz in THE LOVER.
and a woman he meets on the
street, Alben Stokes (J. Scou
Turner) broods a considerable
amount of time on stage. However, the combi nation of
direction and an innocently impressive acting job by Turner
turns Stokes into an ooen book

WIN A PAIR OF FREE TICKETS TO THE
VICTORY GARDENS PRODUCTION OF
DEED OF-TRUST

without having to get past the
cover. As Stokes encounters
each situation with a limited
amountoflines, his hidden agenda is fe lt by his lack of
motivation and silent plotting.
Here is a distraught man on the
verge of actions he cannot control. When he meets The Girl
(Dado), the interplay between
her enthusiasm, curiosity and

endless chatter and Stokes' ultimate outrage is emotionally
disturbing enough to leave a bad
taste in your mouth, or at least
make you shudder. Dado and
Jeanne Desmond (Mrs. Stokes)
define their roles with a level of
emotional magnitude that serves
as a well-nee ded base for
Pinter's work; in fact they define
who Stokes really is.
It is always interesting to see
productions that challenge
mainstream ideas, as well as stay
enough within the boundaries of
a story that certain points of in·
terest are not lost between
perplexing dialogue and obscure
ideas. The Mary Arrchie Theatre
Co. should not only be commended on their productions, but
for bringing The Lover and A
Night Out to the stage in the first
place.
i'iiELOVER and A NIGHT
OUT
By Harold Pinter.
Presented by the Mary Arn:hie
Theatre Co., at the Angel Island
Theater, 731 W. Sheridan Rd.
(I block south oflrving Park
Rd.) Thursdays thru Saturdays
8 p.m., Sundays at 7 p.m. All
Tickets: $10. Visa, M/C and
AMEX accepted. Reservations:
(312) 871-0442.

WIN A PAIR OF TICKETS TO A SPECIAL
ADVANCE SCREENING OF MGM'S

SIX DEGREES OF
SEPARATION
!Don't miss the last three shows of our 20th Anniversary Season:

.... - ..
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Deed Of Trust by Claudia Allen
A story of a Michigan family split apart over the inheritance of the family farm
written by the Jeff Award-winning playwright of The Long Awaited and Still Waters.
Previews December 3; Opens December 9 and runs through January 16

Michael, Margaret, Pat & Kate by Michael Smith and Peter Glazer
with music by Michael Smith. a star of the Lincoln Avenue folk scene.
Smith's songs and stories weave a wonderfully touching tale of his s isters and their
lives before and after a family tragedy.
Previews January 2X; Opens February 3 and runs through March 6
Get Ready by Jaye Stewart and Joe Plummer with music by Joe Plummer
A soulful tale of a past-their-prime R&B quintet who try to once again "go on tour".
While relearning their golden sounds and their smooth moves. they reignite old
conflicts and remember vividly why they broke up.
Previews May 13; Opens May 19 and runs through June 19

STUDENT RusH TICKETS AVAILABLE
One Half-Hour Before Curtain with Valid Student I.D.
Located at 2257 North Lincoln Avenue, in the heart of Lincoln Park.
Bring a picture of a farm, farm animal, farm building or farm family to The Chronicle
omce by Thunday Dec. 16 at 5 p.m. Staple it to the entry form below and qualify for
the drawing to be held on Friday Dec. 17, names of winners will be posted by 5 p.m.
Wlnnen need not be present.
2'he Chronicle
623 S. Wabash Suite 802
Name

Address
Phone
Favorite Chronicle Section

FILL IN THE FORM BELOW AND DEPOSIT IT IN THE
CHRONICLE OFFICE, WABASH BLDG. ROOM 802 BEFORE S
PM. BY WED., DECEMBER 15. 40 WINNERS WILL BE PICKED
AT RANDOM ON THUR., DECEMBER 16. WINNING NAMES
WILL BE POSTED BY S PM. THAT DAY AT THE CHRONICLE.
WINNERS NEED NOT BE PRESENT AT THE DRAWING.
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Shakespeare comes alive at Ruth Page Theater
Reviewed by Elizabeth
Ward
SmiorCoTTtsprmd<nt

Barbara
Gaines,
th e
S hakespcare Repertory's
Founder and Artistic Director,
has announced that she would,
"put a new interpretation into
her current mounting of The
Taming Of The Shrew at The
Ruth Page Theater. While this
may have been an extremely
ambitious idea for the director,
it is difficult to reroute this very
direct story about obscssion,lies
and deceit all in the name of
"love."
In many ways, it is unnerving
that this play still runs today;
Kate and Petruchio might always endure under the name of
William Shakespeare, but their
courtship undoubtedly takes on
stronger meaning in a time when
the term "taming" should only
refer to animals in a zoo. Although some may think this
assessment of the play a lit extreme, contemporary ideologies
of women (in general) muddle
Shakespeare's farce enough to
serious! y consider his work out
of date. And to those who think

Kate has "found herself' by
trYing to convince Bianca and
The Widow that their husbands
should definitively be their
"Lords, life and keeper," perhaps they should reassess what
all this means.
Taken as a comedy, Gaines
has added particular nuances to
the performance with exuberant
choreography and exhilarating
line delivery, making for an exciting first act. The energy,
accompanied by tremendous
costuming--bright, brilliant, festive--is a force to keep the
audience in awe.'Howcver, they
may be so much in awe that, as
a thinking entity, the audience
might not catch what is really
going on. (Granted, this also is
attributed to Shakespeare's expert, "playful dialogue.") We arc
having so much fun, it doesn 't
matter that, in fact, everyone has
ulterior motives, and Pertrucio
wants the cash, not the girl. He
"tames" Kate so she'll be more
bearable--nothing more, nothing less.
Although the second act is
wildly playful also, there seems
to beagli!Ch in Kate's transition
from "bad" to "good" girl. Con-

Big laughs in Bingo

Carmen Decker (I) is Sis and
in the world
premiere production of the comedy The Queen of Bingo.
~byScntMdenlna!

The Queen of Bingo explores
the relationships of two sisters
who also happen to be bingo
The Queen ofBingo is not just fanatics. The two sisters, Babe
your ordinary comedy, this com- (Patti Hannon) and Sis (Carmen
edy transforms the Buckingham Decker), talk about all their life
theatre into a Friday night bingo problems while somehow relatparty set in the basement of St. ing these problems back to
Joe's church.
bingo. The firSt problem they en-

Staff Writtr

"BEST CHEAP EATS
IN CHICAGO"
""ASTAS, "IZZ.AS AND 8ANOWICHES THAT 8EU£ THilL REALITY THAT
DISHE S, Ofi'Tr.;,e 810 ENOUGH P'O" TWO, COaT LESS THAN Ill.'" -NEWCITY

vincing as she was in her final
speech, you wonder how she
ever got to that point in her life,
where she not only cares enough
to obey her husband, but most
willingly concedes to enlightening the other two female
characters on stage. There
seemed to he an imbalance between the Jekyll-Hyde
personalities where Kate either

••• aoUTH DtiA••owN • at~7eoe

needed to be more obnoxious or
more programmed to be more
convincing. Kate, for the most
part, appeared "under the spell"
of Petruchio, not at all free and
willing to comply with his
wishes.
But if you can get over all this
politically correct mumbojumbo, The Taming Of The
Shrew is aesthetically a dazzling
sight-for-sore-eyes. Besides a
row or two of balcony-scene
obstructed views, The Ruth
Page Theater is an intimate setting for an otherwise grand
production. Scou Wentworth's
Petruchio is intense, yet frisky,

and Kristine Thatcher is an excellent before and after Kate.
Though for some reason, it is a
might upsetting to see the "old
Kate" disappear in the end,
never to return.

The Taming Of The Shrtw
The Ruth Page Theater, 1016
N. Dearborn SL
Performances run Wed. - Fri.
at 7:30 and 4 p.m., 8:30p.m.
on Saturdays and at 2 and 6
p.m. on Sundays. Tickets:
$19.50-$29.50. AMEX, MIC
and VISA accepted.
Box office: (312) 642-2273

WIN A PAIR OF FREE TICKETS TO

TOUCHSTONE THEATER'S
PRODUCTION OF

THE LITTLE PRINCE

"Emotional Gold"
-Reader

"A Shining Star''

and Katherine (Kristine
Thatcher) star in Ruth Page
Theater's production of Taming

-Chicago Tribune

of the Shrew.
counter at the beginning is- that
someone is sitting in their usual
seat, a major problem to the two
sisters as they constantly ridicule
the lady who "stole" their seat.
In the play Sis who is the
oldest of the two sisters believes
she has found the answer to eternal happiness in bingo as she
does everything in her power to
play bingo every night of the
week. This includes lying to her
children who think she plays too
much bingo. The younger sister,
Babe, has stayed away from
bingo for a couple of weeks because she has a complex about
her weight. She comes back to
play and ends up having a nervous breakdown in the middle of
a game of bingo. But her sister
manages to convince her that as
long as she plays bingo she ' II be
happy, and this advice works because somehow in the middle of
her breakdown she. manages to
come up with a perfect bingo and
wins$90.
This play only has three cast
members as the play centers
around the two bingo fanatic
sisters, the only other cast member is Father Mack (Patrick
Carton) who is the church priest
and is also in charge of bingo
night. The whole theatre is made
into a Catholic church basement
as there are signs and banners
that say St. Joe's, there is even a
sign at the entrance stating you
must be 18 to play.
During the intermission the
audience is actually treated to a
real game of bingo with the winner recicving a 10-pound frozen
turkey.
The Queen of Bingo . is a
hilarious comedy about more
than just bingo, it's about two
sisters sharing their secrets of
life, love, weight loss and gambling at the Friday night bingo.
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Jeanne Michaels & Phyllis
Murphy.
Directed by Rowun Joseph.
New Buckingham Theatre,
Congress Hotel, 520 S.
Michigan.
Performances Wed. & Sat., 2
p .m. & 8 p.m. , TI1urs. & Fri. 8
p.m., Sun. 2 p.m. & 7 p.m.,
tickets $15-$2A.50 (312) 5591212.

"Magic"
-Sun Times

by Anroine de Sainr-Exupery

Bring a picture of your little prince to The Chronicle
office by Thursday Dec. 16 at 5 p.m. Staple it to the
entry form below and qualify for the drawing to be held
on Friday Dec. 17, names of winners will be posted by
5 p.m. Winners need not be present.
The Chronicle

623 S. Wabash Suite 802
Name
Address
Phone
Favorite Chronicle Section
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2 interpretations
For one broken heart
Tick, Tick, Tick
Should be
Ring! Ring! Ring!
Tick, Tick, Tick
As I fall to sleep

The Fate I Must Decide
By Martha E. Hernandez

' N<WO Edilor
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Do I want to be a poet or
Do I want to be a wife?
As a poet

So I ask myself again
Do I want to be a poet
Or do I want to be a wife?

I must write
Dream and sob
If I master that trait
A publishing company will
Ownmyname
Solitude will accompany me
Across the world
I will travel
Away from home
Perhaps relocate to the other
Side of the world
Be a whore, play at mistress

-Anonymous
My Lizard Queen

My lizard queen we live as one
Although apart
You don' {know me
But the same rhyme we claim
Our son and your fears and
Pains I do too see.
Your words have dunk into
My veins,
Without intent you •ve touched
My soul.
The white horse of life, we
Share its reins
And from the same spirit we •ve
Entered this world.
Along the same path we walk
As two,
Once acquainted travelers that
Hold the same hope
For that magical verse only
Hearts find true
And there' s the strength to
Obstacles cope.
Overcoming the trails and
Continuing the quest to find
The place where peace can
Live;
The softest cloud for a soul to
Rest,
A warm safe place with love

Andcry
When
you don' t call
If I stay
I will see you
Him
Someone
All the time
And learn the traits
I never cared to master
Although I will be clean
I can't promise
Macaroni and cheese
Or2.5 kids
The clock ticks, ticks and
Ticks again
It makes the days we' ve spent
Apart

fA
'

Longer
But perbaps it ticks to the
Time
In which you will hold me in
Your arms again
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FREDDIE
ROMAN
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LAWRENCE

DICK
CAPRI
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JJYOlJLL LAUGH TILL YOU HURT!"
- JOEL SIEGE L, ABC. TV

7 PE RFORMANCES ON LY • DECEMB ER 27-JANU ARY 1
, " 1 SPECIAL NEW YEAR ' S EVE SHOW , FEATUR ING A PRE · SHOW ~
· :,. DESSERT RECEPTION , FOLLOWED BY A CHAMPAGNE TOAST . .,_

(312)902-1500
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GROUPDISCOUNTS (312) 97].171 0
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OPENS FRIDAY DEC. 17.
d. the name of a fast food
restaurant
4. SCOOP
a. a glais ofmilk b. a glass ofbeer
c. gossip
d. refers to a woman's hairstyle
5. SHAGOFF
a. a type of dance b. a type of
carpet
c a forceful way of saying; "go
away"
d. inebriated

r N..;;------------- .- - -

Tomorrow is another day
'
With many more goals,
More keys to unlock doors,
And I must fill many more
holes.

t

t
::Jt

When I sit and reflect on my
life,
The good times and the bad,
I remember the times that
were happy
While I cannot forget the

-----------

'WIN A PAIR OF FREE
TICKETS (TWO PAIRS TO BE
GIVEN AWAY) TO SEE:

DIRECT FROM BROADWAY•••
THE COMEDY HIT OF THE YEAR!

THE COMMITMENTS

To give.
comes
Evil pervades in the hearts of
Deceivers
THE SNAPPER
In wicked ways and acts of
Betrayal.
But to the truth our minds are A
Receivers
'
And on life's stage that's our
Portrayal.
When the flaming winds of
Unseen wars bums, not warms,
vocabulary quiz
Our blood within,
answers to the Chronicle
The scripted cure is who we are
To save the world from sin.
Wednesday, December 15th.
first 25 correct entries received,
So write my queen
win "run-of-engagement" passes
And share your wealth
THE SNAPPER.
Set free your soul to find
Its home
. TOSSER
Nurse a sick world back to
a. a genus b. an idiot c. a doctor
Health
d a type of hat
And always know you're
2. BOLLIX
Not alone.
a. a type of cereal b. as an
Past, Present and Future
exclamation meaning fantastic
c. an exclamention meaning
By Michel Schwartz
rubbish d. used as an exclamation
Production Editor
of encouragement
As I watch the sun set,
3. POXY
I sit on the window sill.
a. lousy, of no merit b. a type of
I reflect on the day's accat
complishments
And I sit very still.
A c. a term of endearment
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1 Major
I Favorite Chronicle section
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ADVERTISE IN

DON'T MISS THE
HIT COMEDY THAT
IS A TRIBUTE TO
THE AREA THAT
SPAWNED AMERICA'S
FUNNIEST
ENTERTAINMENT
Name the following comedians that all started in the Catskills.
FilJ in the letter that answers the question.
1. Staged a recent Broadway comeback and national tour
with his one man show.
2. Created the character of the "10,000 Year Old Man."__
3. Shared a bill with Imogene Coca in "Your Show of Shows."_
4. Famous for the line "Can We Talk?" _ _
5. Famous for the movies he directed and starred in that are
set in New York City. __
6. Known as " Mr. Television."
7. Had his own late night talk show that was on the evenings
opposite "The Tonight Show with Johnny Carson."__
8. While celebrated for his film career, he will always be
known for the telethon he hosts every Labor Day.
9. Made this line famous: "I never had a dinner!"
10. Starred in "Mr. Saturday Night," which is based upon a
fictional CatskilJs comedian. __
11. Made this line famous: "Take my wife, please." _ _

Fill and bring, no later than Thursday
Dec . 16 at noon to:
The Chronicle

623 S . Wabash Suite 802
Name
Address
Phone
Favorite Chronicle Section

a. Sid Caesar
b. Jackie Mason
c. Milton Berle
d. Joan Rivers
e. Red Buttons

f. Billy Crystal
g . Mel Brooks
h. Woody Allen
i . Joey Bishop

j. Henry Youngman

k. Jerry Lewis
Only e n tr i es in th e
Ch ron ic le office b y noon
on T hu rs d a y w i l l b e
eligib le fo r th e drawi ng .
An s wers must b e cor r ect .
Drawing wi ll be he ld on
Friday Dec . 17 , names of
winners will b e posted by
5 p. m. Winners need not
be present . Tic k ets a re
va lid f o r Mon . Dec . 27 ,
Tue. Dec . 2 8, Wed . Dec .
29 and Thur . Dec . 30 .
Curta i n t i me 7 :30 p. m.
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